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1. Introduction
This training resource examines work planning and organising procedures and techniques.  The 
resource outlines your roles and responsibilities and provides information that will assist you in 
planning and coordinating your work.  The resource includes information on obtaining and applying 
work instructions and working as a team to prepare for work. 

Before starting work, you must plan and prepare for the work task so that you can perform the job 
safely,	efficiently	and	effectively.		This	involves	organising	your	time	and	resources	and	coordinating	
with others in order to perform the work safely and in a logical sequence.  

You will be successful when you can demonstrate:

• knowledge of the requirements and instructions to plan and organise your work

• coordination skills to plan and organise work with other personnel

• implementation of procedures to complete the work safely and effectively 

• timely completion of the work plan to meet the required outcomes.

NOTE 
This training resource is a guide only. Always follow site standard operating procedures 
when performing work.
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2. General Obligations
You have an obligation to act responsibly, organise, plan and perform work 
according to safety standards, legislation, regulations and relevant codes of 
practice.  All personnel are expected to take reasonable care to protect the 
health and safety of themselves and others by:

• 	ensuring	that	you	are	physically	and	mentally	fit	for	work	before	
starting any task

•  ensuring that your actions do not endanger the health and 
safety of yourself or others 

•  reporting to a supervisor or safety representative any 
unsafe conditions, activities, dangerous occurrences or 
injuries

•  following workplace health and safety procedures

•  selecting, checking and using the correct Personal Protective Equipment

•  complying with the environmental and cultural heritage guidelines and procedures

•  reporting damaged or defective equipment for repair

• 	not	attempting	any	task	unless	qualified	and	authorised	to	do	so

•  recommending improvements for safe work practices.

3. Legislation and Site Policies
When planning and organising work, you must access and understand government legislation and 
work guidelines, and work within the regulations.  Compliance documentation may include:

•  legislative acts and regulations

•  employment and workplace relations requirements

•  national standards

•  codes of practice

•  equal employment opportunity and disability discrimination legislation.

• manufacturer	manuals	and	specifications.

3.1 Comply with Legislation and Site Procedures
During	your	general	and	site	specific	inductions	you	would	have	been	
familiarised with organisational and site policies and procedures.  These have 
been developed in accordance with legislation and are designed to ensure 
that work is undertaken safely. 

Gather and read all relevant documents and procedures for the task that 
you are doing.  Ensure that you understand the documents and how they 
apply to your work. 

The general hierarchy of statutory and organisational compliance 
documentation is shown in the following table. 
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5.1 Attend Work Briefings
Before	commencing	operations,	ensure	that	you	have	received	a	work	briefing	from	your	supervisor	
and	a	handover	from	the	previous	operator	(if	applicable).			Briefings	are	to	be	conducted	according	to	
work	site	policy.		Information	that	should	be	provided	in	the	briefing	includes:

• known hazards in the work area

• events that will occur during the task

• any problems that may impact the work, such as breakdowns 
and schedule slippage

• updates, such as amended work priorities

• current status of the task, equipment or plant item  

• current estimated progress towards job completion.

5.2 Obtain the Applicable Data
Ensure that you have all the data required for completion of the task before starting work.  Start work 
only when your supervisor has provided an authorised work order.  You will be given work instructions 
either	orally	or	in	written	form.		The	work	order	should	be	accompanied	by	a	job	specification	and	other	
instructions which may include:

• technical information 

• plans, drawings and diagrams

• specifications

• operational and standard work procedures

• relevant environmental and heritage impact issues

• quality requirements 

• required work outcomes.

Other information that you may require includes:

• plant or equipment characteristics

• work cycle

• timeframe and priorities

• access requirements

• barricading, lighting and ventilation needs.

5.3 Interpret the Information
When you have obtained all the applicable data, you must 
read and interpret the information.  This should be done at 
the work site, as safety allows.  

• Analyse the information to ensure that the data is correct 
and applicable to your work.  

• Check for anomalies and identify any hazards.  

If	you	do	not	understand	any	item,	clarify	and	confirm	the	
instructions with your supervisor or the person issuing the work order.
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5.4 Consult Safety and Work Procedures
Standard work procedures have been developed to provide guidelines for safe 
work,	quality	control,	efficient	work	methods	and	emergency	preparedness.		
They have been designed to comply with employment and workplace 
legislation.  Consult the relevant safety and work procedures in order to 
complete	the	job	efficiently	and	effectively.		If	you	have	not	already	been	given	
a copy of the procedures required, request the information for:

• relevant health and safety regulations

• standard work and operating procedures

• site and operational safety procedures

• emergency procedures and techniques

• site recording procedures

• communication protocol.

• hazard	identification	and	risk	management	tools

• safety signage

• emergency response procedures.

5.5 Obtain Permits and Authorisation
There are work tasks that have an exceptionally high risk potential and require careful risk 
management. Your work site has special procedures for working in high risk areas and you must follow 
the requirements.  Before commencing any one of these high risk activities, special authorisation and 
a work permit must be obtained.  

Typical high-risk activities include:

•	 work	in	confined	spaces	 •	 working	at	height

• excavations • isolations

• hot work.

NOTE 
You	must	be	qualified	and	authorised	to	perform	
any tasks that require a work permit.

High-risk maintenance activities, such as repairing high-pressure 
connections or electrical systems, must only be carried out by 
authorised	and	qualified	personnel,	such	as	fitters	and	electricians.

© www.pertrain.com.au
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14. Working Efficiently
Efficient	work	contributes	to	overall	productivity	while	maintaining	safety.		Follow	the	work	plan	to	
perform	the	tasks	efficiently	and	complete	the	job	on	time.

Attitude Show initiative to maintain safety standards while maximising productivity.

Act promptly on instructions.

Act professionally at all times.

Don’t waste time.

Aim	to	complete	the	task	correctly	the	first	time.

Site Procedures Work to a schedule and plan.

Remain alert to workplace hazards.

Anticipate problems and act before they occur.

Coordinate activities and cooperate with fellow team members on site.

Recommend improvements to work and safety procedures.

Report to your supervisor if work is repeatedly delayed.

Plant, Tools and 
Equipment

Select	the	correct	tools	and	equipment	for	effective	and	efficient	completion	
of the work task.

React to changes in work site conditions.

Work	in	a	logical	sequence	for	maximum	efficiency.

Monitor the plant, tools and equipment condition and maintenance 
requirements.

Operate	plant	and	equipment	smoothly	and	efficiently.

15. Documents and Reports
During your work you will be required to complete documentation 
such as equipment pre-start check sheets, your work shift reports, 
defect or incident reports, shift handover notes, time sheets, hazard 
assessments and Job Safety Analysis (JSA) forms. Follow these 
guidelines to complete written communications.

• Write simply so that others can understand.

• Get straight to the point.

• Put information in a logical order.

• Be brief but thorough.

• Write the way you speak.

• Use small words rather than complicated words.

• Only use jargon or slang words if you are sure the reader will understand them.
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NOTE 
Always proof read what you have written before you give it to the reader.

Complete reports legibly, logically and with enough information to make them useful.  In many cases 
a	form	is	available	for	you	to	fill	in	the	required	information,	for	example	an	incident	report.		Reports	
provide valuable feedback to improve safety and productivity, and enable effective planning for the 
future.

You may be required to complete the compliance documentation required by your worksite.  Maintain 
or update information about your work, machinerey, tools and equipment and submit your reports 
according to procedures.

15.1 Defect Report
Follow site procedures to report defective 
equipment or plant.  Fill out the appropriate 
form and forward it to your supervisor or 
maintenance department following site 
procedures.

15.2 Hazard Report
A hazard report provides a means of communicating 
hazards	that	you	have	identified	to	your	supervisor	and	
management personnel.  The purpose of reporting the 
hazard is to prevent the unsafe condition becoming an 
incident or an emergency.  Set up controls to reduce or 
eliminate the hazard.  

You are responsible for reporting all hazards, near misses 
and dangerous situations to your supervisor.  You will be 
asked to give your name, the location and details of the 
hazard, with a brief description of any incident.  The report 
form may require you to rate the risk category of the hazard, 
for example extreme, high, moderate or low.  

DATE

OPERATOR

SHIFT UNIT DEFECTS

LOCATION & COMMENTSTOTALHOUR METER
FINISH

HOUR METER
START

SUPERVISOR

DEFECT FORM

CHECK OKCHECK OK

ORIGINAL - PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR YELLOW - MECHANICAL SUPERVISOR PINK - RETAINED IN CHECK BOOK

Y N Y N
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Immediate action taken:

Brief description:

Person involved (if any):

Equipment involved (if any):

Location:

Date:

Company:

Is risk controlled? Yes No

Risk category score?

Reported by:

The reverse side of this form must be completed by your supervisor.

Environmental/Community impact:
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15.3 Incident Report
Incidents include injuries to personnel or 
damage to equipment.  Incident reporting 
systems vary across sites, but all serve the 
same purpose:

• determine the cause of the incident

• determine the severity of the incident

• ensure that a similar event is not 
repeated.

A	site	safety	officer	may	interview	you	if	
you have been involved in an incident.  The 
purpose	of	this	interview	is	to	gather	sufficient	
information to prevent the incident from 
recurring, not to blame any individual.

NOTE 
Follow your site procedures for 
reporting hazards and incidents.

16. Resolving Work Problems
During the course of your work, you may encounter problems with the 
way the work is performed.  If the problem is occurring because you do 
not understand the correct process, then clarify your work procedures 
with your supervisor.  If you believe that there is a smarter and more 
efficient	way	of	performing	the	task,	inform	your	supervisor.		Your	site	
may have a suggestion box to receive staff ideas.

NOTE 
You must learn how to adapt to a variety of different tasks 
and work areas.

INCIDENT / HAZARD REPORT
Incident / Hazard Report to be on MRU Manager's desk within 24 hours

No.

Part 1: To be completed by person reporting Incident / Hazard and copies distributed as shown below Part 1.

Part2: To be completed by Immediate Manager / DBCT Contract Supervisor. (Refer to Guide overleaf.)

Part3: To be completed by responsible MRU Manager and forwarded to Person Accountable for Investigation.

Injury /
Disease SI SD SN SL HS

HEENLEIECOECN

NCR

ECD

Equipment
Damage

Near Miss /
No Damage

Loss / Theft /
Fraud

Hazard Safety

Hazard
Environmental

Non Compliance
Enviro License

Environmental
Incident

Complaint
Other

Proc No: Proc Name:

Complaint
Noise

Complaint
Dust

Non Compliance DBCT Procedures

Date/Time Reported    Hrs   /     /

Person Reporting Incident/Hazard

If not DBCT, name of company

If not DBCT, name of company

Location / Zone:

Task:

Signature Date:

NoYesFirst Aid Treatment

/

L    /  M   /   H

/

If injury, ensure entry made in Accident Register in the First Aid Room

WH&S Officer advised (if injury, disease or dangerous event)
HRS Adviser / Workplace Rehab Co-ord advised (if disabling injury)
Environmental Services Super advised (in case of env incident or complaint)

Equip / Plant Damaged:

RISK ASSESSMENT

Inj Type:

An assessment of the consequences / potential consequences established the following risk rating. (Attach completed Fo03
Risk Assessment Guide)

LTI:   Y / N                       Days RH:   Y / N                         Days

Agency:

Rtnd to Dr:  Y / NRtnd to Wrk   Y / NInjury
Details:

WC:   Y / N                       Days

Body Part:

Minor:  Y / N

The following initiatives have been taken to address the risk of a recurrence and / or escalation of the incident / hazard.

Immediate Manager / DBCT Contract Supervisor

MRU Manager
Nominated Accountable Person to attach F134 Pages 2 & 3 and F075 Cause & Effect Template

Person Accountable
for investigation:

Signature

Page 1 of 3F134 REV9 03/06/99

Signature

To ensure report
completed by

Date:            /           /

Date:            /           /

Date:            /           /

Acceptable Risk
(No further actions required, sign then
forward to HRS MRU.)

Low Risk
(Complete initiatives taken below, sign then
forward to HRS MRU.)

Medium / High Risk
(Complete initiatives taken below, sign then
forward to HRS MRU Manager.)

DI:  Y / N                     Days

Manager Commercial advised (if theft or property damage)
General Manager advised within 24 hrs (in case of serious injury, 
loss or damage)

Describe Incident / Hazard

Witness

First Name

(if applicable)

(Att sketch / photos  of incident / hazard if applicable)

First Name

Surname

Surname

(Refer to Risk Assessment Guide Overleaf)

Incident/Hazard Date/Time      Hrs   /     /

Injured Person:
MRU/Section

Ord Hrs
Shift DW

NoYesDBCT Contractor

NoYesDBCT Contractor

Equip / Plant Involved

Your Risk Rating of Potential Consequences:

What immediate control measures were taken to prevent
recurrence or escalation?

Supp Commuting to/from work

Following completion of Part 1 above, person reporting Incident / Hazard to immediately distribute copies as follows:
WHITE - Immediate Manager / DBCT Contract Super; GREEN - HRS MRU; PINK - Your Copy; YELLOW - MRU Manager; BLUE - Remains in Book
OR alternatively place all copies except BLUE on Immediate Manager's desk: in Incident / Hazard Tray in First Aid Room: or with Security
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Terms and Acronyms
The following are terms commonly used on some sites.  Space is provided over the page for you to 
add terms and acronyms common to your site.

Term Meaning

Job Safety Analysis 
(JSA) 

A risk management process that focuses on job tasks to identify potential 
hazards, assess risks and determine suitable controls to manage risks.  

A JSA:

• must be completed before a high risk task commences

• is a written record that could be used in a court of law if a serious 
incident occurs in the workplace

• must be signed off by all parties who have responsibility for the work 
to be performed under the JSA.

Also called a Job Step Analysis (JSA), Job Safety and Environment Analysis 
(JSEA) or Job Hazard Analysis (JHA).

Permits Permits are required for certain jobs that have high risk potential.  Some 
permits used on work sites include Hot Work Permit, Permit to Dig/
Penetrate,	Confined	Space	and	Work	at	Heights	Permits.

Site Procedures Site procedures are documented ways of working to achieve an acceptable 
level of risk.  A procedure can be a Standard Work Procedure (SWP), 
Safe Work Instruction (SWI) or Standard Operating Procedure (SOP).  
Procedures are a legal requirement and outline the workplace method 
and processes for carrying out tasks safely and in an environmentally 
sustainable way. Procedures are developed after consultation with workers 
and are monitored and amended as required.  Procedures contain detailed 
information such as:

• a description of the task

• a list of tools and equipment required

• information	on	identified	hazards	associated	with	the	task

• risk controls, including training requirements

• sequential	steps	to	perform	the	task	safely	and	efficiently

• references to applicable workplace health and safety acts, regulations 
and policies.

Safe Work Method 
Statement (SWMS)

A SWMS documents a process for identifying and controlling health and 
safety hazards and risks.  A SWMS must be prepared for all high-risk 
activities and contains detailed information such as:

• the type of high risk work to be performed

• associated hazards and risks

• risk management controls to be put in place

• how the risk controls will be implemented, monitored and reviewed.
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Supporting Document Register
Use this register to note the location of important supporting documentation such as your site 
operating and safety procedures, work instructions, relevant standards, equipment manuals and safety 
alerts/bulletins.  

Document Name Document Description Location/How to Access Document
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